Family Activity

Outbreak Escape Room
ACTIVITY OVERVIEW
Help your kids learn more about the novel Coronavirus epidemic and race the clock to end a fictional
pandemic outbreak. According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC), a viral pandemic occurs when a
novel (new) virus spreads from person to person around the world and affects a very large number of people.
In this Escape Room activity, children ages 7-12 will follow a series of health-related clues and puzzles that
will lead them toward the objective: ending the pandemic. They must answer questions, solve problems,
or complete a simple puzzle to move on to the next step. Along the way, they will learn more about the
health risks of viral epidemics, how they impact the body and why they are so contagious, and how people
work together in various ways to help stop the spread of disease. Your children will decode clues using
cipher keys, conduct a scavenger hunt for pandemic “helpers,” and complete a memory match puzzle to
“break out” of the outbreak, all while learning the importance of preventative measures (like vaccination) in
maintaining proper health.

RESOURCES
Talking to Children About Pandemics:
https://www.ag.ndsu.edu/publications/kids-family/talking-to-children-about-pandemics

MATERIALS
● Sticky notes and something to write with
● 5-6 small action figures
● Cipher clues (printed, or viewed on screen)
● NPR Coronavirus Zine (printed, folded)
● Scissors
● Virus Memory game tiles (printed and cut out on dotted lines)
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SET-UP
The “Escape Room” can be set up in one room of your home. Here are set up tips for each clue in the order in
which children should access them:
● Print one copy of NPR’s Exploring the New Coronavirus: A Comic Just for Kids (also included in this
document) and fold it according to the directions provided in this resource. Write the page numbers
(1–7) on each page. Note: the cover does not get a page number. Print one copy of the Cipher clues.
(Or, you can view this resource on a computer screen or handwrite the Cipher clues if you don’t want
to print it.) Your kids will read the comic (or you can read it to them) and use the Cipher to decode the
hidden clue to the next puzzle:
Helpers—like Doctors, Teachers, and Family—are working to protect kids and a lot of people
from the virus.
● Write the names of each of the roles you choose (Doctor, Nurse, Teacher, Family, Researcher, and Public
Workers) on a sticky note and attach each note to an action figure or doll to represent that kind of
helper. Hide each figure somewhere in the room. Spread them out so that your kids will need to look
carefully to find them!
● The final puzzle is a Virus Match Game. Print the handout below and cut along the dotted lines. Shuffle
the tiles so that when you lay them out in a 4 x 5 grid, the matches will be randomly scattered. You can
also draw the puzzle by hand and make your own set.
● Write the final escape message on a sticky note: Congratulations! You helped end the outbreak! (Or, get
creative and design a more formal certificate!)

DIRECTIONS
1. Explain that you’ll be working together on an Escape Room activity to learn more about the
Coronavirus and other viral pandemics. Give your kids some background and describe their objective
using the Activity Overview (above).
2. Give your child a copy of the comic and a copy of the Cipher clues (or pull them up on screen). Tell
them that they will start the activity by reading the comic to find clues. For younger children, you may
want to be more involved in helping them read the comic and use the cipher. For older kids, let them
know that they can consult an expert (you) one time during the activity to receive help with a clue.
(Hints: Black number = page number, Blue number = word on that page. If playing with more than
one child, separate roles: find and count, underline, and write down the message as you go. Note, do
not count the words in the speech bubbles. See the answer in the Set-up section, above.)
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3. Once they have decoded the clue, they will hunt around the room to find all the helper figurines
and bring them to you once they find them. (Optional hint: Tell them how many total helpers they’re
looking for or play the Colder/Warmer game to help them.) As they bring you each figure, you
can talk about how each type of helper works to end the pandemic. For example, teachers share
information with students about how to stay healthy and help them learn at school (or at home,
if necessary). Researchers study the virus in laboratories (looking for patterns and using precise
techniques), and work to find a vaccine that will protect people from becoming infected.
4. After they have found all the helpers, tell them that now they need to get involved to help bring the
outbreak to an end. Play the Virus Match Game to reveal steps that every kid can take to protect
themselves and others. Make at least five matches to “find the vaccine” and escape the outbreak.
Present them with the final Escape
5. Message/Certificate.

DIRECTIONS TO FOLD THE COMIC
Step 1: Fold your sheet of paper in half with a hotdog (lengthwise fold) and hamburger (widthwise fold).
Then, fold the sides into the center of line so you have eight sections.

Step 2: Fold your paper back to a hamburger fold. Cut halfway across the middle from the fold. When you
open your paper, it should have a slit in the middle.

Step 3: Fold your paper lengthwise (along the crease that has the slit) and stand it up on its end. Hold the
paper at either end, then push the ends in toward each other. The sections should fold into each other
to form an eight-page booklet.
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Comic: Gharib, M. (2020, February 28). Just For Kids: A Comic Exploring The New Coronavirus. Retrieved April 27, 2020, from https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/02/28/809580453/just-forkids-a-comic-exploring-the-new-coronavirus

A COMIC JUST FOR KIDS
FAMILY HANDOUT
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Read the comic through at least once. Then, use this code to unlock the hidden message.
7, 9

3, 26

3, 36

7, 26

4, 12

7, 27

3, 3

7, 14

4, 8

7, 16

2, 23

3, 24

7, 6/7/8

2, 2

4, 14

2, 28/29

______—______ __________, ____________, ______ ________—______
_________ ___ __________ ____ _____ __ _____ __ ________
_______ ____ ______.
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VIRUS MEMORY GAME

FAMILY HANDOUT

Print and cut out the memory tiles below. Shuffle and place randomly, picture side down. Play the memory
game to uncover things every kid can do to keep themselves, their family, and their friends from getting sick,
as well as things helpers are doing to stop the spread of the virus.

6 ft

6 ft
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